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a b s t r a c t 

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) brings a promising networking paradigm which changes host- 

centric communication mode, and its routing decision depends on the unknown and named content item 

rather than the known IP address. In this paper, we propose a novel Energy-efficient Quality of Service 

(QoS) Routing mechanism for ICN (EQRI). Firstly, we evaluate the suitability of link state to user’s QoS 

requirements by Cauchy distribution model and formulate the energy efficiency of link by monitoring 

the corresponding traffic. Secondly, we design a priority determination strategy based on QoS and energy 

efficiency, a color management strategy to assign color for outgoing interface, and a backtracking strat- 

egy to cope with the failed Interest packet. Thirdly, we propose a link selection algorithm based on color 

management, priority determination and backtracking strategy. Finally, we devise an ICN routing mech- 

anism which consists of Interest packet routing and Data packet routing. The experimental results show 

that EQRI not only retrieves the content effectively but also outperforms existent mechanisms. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The Internet has played an important role in promoting the

transition of economy, technology and society from industrial era

to information era. However, it is widely agreed that the cur-

rent Internet is very complicated and thus difficult to manage and

change [1] . Nowadays, the Internet users have been mainly in-

terested in accessing information irrespective of its physical loca-

tion, which makes the current Internet design with a host-centric

communication mode to become inadequate for the newly emerg-

ing usage patterns [2] . In addition, the current Internet has be-

come considerably difficult to support the unexpected increasing

demands on content distribution, where the corresponding appli-

cations ( e.g. , YouTube) are found to increasingly generate more

traffic compared with the traditional applications ( e.g. , web brows-

ing) [3] , having greatly motivated the development of some new

networking paradigms based on the named data objects ( e.g. , web

pages, videos, documents or other pieces of information [4] ). As

a result, the studies on future Internet in the United States, Eu-

ropean Union, Japan and China [5] have been proposed to pro-

mote a clean-slate networking paradigm to replace IP-centric one

[6] . Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is a promising candidate,
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n which a user retrieves the content by its name [7] . ICN aims

o provide a network infrastructure service which is more suit-

ble for distributing and retrieving the content efficiently, and it

s capable of overcoming some limitations of the current Internet,

uch as content distribution [4] and mobility [8] . As a matter of

act, ICN shows that what is being exchanged is more important

han which network entities are exchanging information, that is,

t focuses on the content rather than IP address [9] . In particular,

he content is an abstract notion, and it can be any type of object,

uch as real-time multimedia stream, service or even network en-

ity [6] . At present, a lot of ICN-related projects have been widely

tudied, such as Content-Based Networking (CBN) [10] , Combined

roadcast and Content-Based Networking (CBCBN) [11] , Data Ori-

nted Network Architecture (DONA) [12] , Network of Information

NetInf) [13] , Publish/Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [14] ,

ervice-Centric Networking (SCN) [15] , Named Data Networking

NDN) [16] and Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [17] . As we

now, NDN/CCN architecture is the most popular paradigm, thus

ur study relies on NDN/CCN rather than others. 

Regarding ICN-related researches, naming, caching and routing

chemes have attracted more and more attention, because ICN in-

erently relies on the location-independent naming, in-network

aching and name-based routing for effective content retrieval.

mong them, the naming aims to identify the named informa-

ion object, and the content name is persistent, available and au-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2017.12.002
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
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hentic wherever it is [3] . The caching aims to deploy in-network

torage attached to each router, where the cached copy can satisfy

ontent request, facilitating routing efficiency especially when the

ame content is requested by multiple users. The routing is to se-

ect the appropriate outgoing interface to forward interest request

y adopting the distributed forwarding model while guaranteeing

oute loop-free [14] . Particularly, the content retrieval in ICN is the

ost important, and it depends on the corresponding routing. As a

esult, ICN routing has drawn much attention, and many interest-

ng and effective solutions have been proposed. 

With various kinds of networked applications emerged and

ser’s demands diversified, Quality of Service (QoS) support be-

omes critical to the network, so that their users can get high

uality of Experience (QoE) [18] . For example, video conference

sually asks for high bandwidth and small delay, and it can tol-

rate occasional packet loss; video on demand usually asks for

igh bandwidth and low delay jitter, and it can tolerate relatively

arge delay (because large delay only means that the user begins

o view video playout after long time waiting, as long as the de-

ay keeps almost constant) and occasional packet loss; bulk data

ransfer usually asks for high bandwidth and no error, and it can

olerate relatively large delay and delay jitter; email asks for no

rror, while it can tolerate arbitrary bandwidth, delay and delay

itter. Compared with the traditional best-effort model, providing

oS support is more essential in all networks. Especially, the ap-

lication types in ICN have been far more than that in the current

nternet. Given this, ICN should also consider QoS support when

esigning its routing scheme. 

With the explosive growth of network scale and the amount

f networked devices, the network energy consumption increases

harply. The power consumption of Information and Communica-

ion Technologies (ICT) sector and the corresponding greenhouse

as emissions are expected to reach 95 GW [19] and 1.43 GtCO 2 e

n 2020 [20] respectively if no energy-efficient networking tech-

ologies used. Thus, the energy saving in ICT sector, especially in

etworking, has recently become a major issue in the current and

ven future Internet [21] . Furthermore, in 2010, the Internet Engi-

eering Task Force (IETF) set up a working group regarding energy

anagement [22] , revealing that the energy-efficient networking is

ecoming increasingly important. At present, the proposed energy-

fficient methods are usually divided into two classes: one is on

evice-level, which provides the energy-efficient network devices

nd terminals; the other is on system-level, which organizes the

sage of devices and terminals energy-efficiently in a network-

ide manner. The energy-efficient routing algorithm belongs to

ystem-level energy saving scheme, which aims to find the most

nergy-efficient route for users and thus reduce energy consump-

ion when transferring traffic along the route. In addition, as far as

e know, the energy saving efficiency from the perspective of al-

orithm level is expected to reach 75% [23] . There is no doubt that

CN also needs to save energy and the energy-efficient routing is

ssential. 

The major contribution of this paper is to propose a novel

nergy-efficient QoS Routing mechanism for ICN (EQRI). (i) The im-

roved cauchy distribution model is used to evaluate the suitabil-

ty of link state to user’s QoS requirements and formulate the en-

rgy efficiency of link by monitoring the corresponding traffic, and

urther the priority of outgoing interface is determined based on

oS and energy efficiency. (ii) A color management strategy is pro-

osed in order to select the proper outgoing interface to forward

nterest packet efficiently. (iii) To reduce network overhead while

uarantee Interest packet being forwarded effectively, a backtrack-

ng strategy is proposed to cope with the failed Interest packet. (iv)

n ICN routing mechanism is proposed, which consists of Interest

acket routing and Data packet routing. 
t  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work

s reviewed in Section 2 . In Section 3 , the system framework of

QRI is introduced. Section 4 evaluates QoS and energy efficiency.

he link selection scheme is proposed in Section 5 . In Section 6 ,

he routing decision is done. Section 7 shows the experimental re-

ults. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper. 

. Related work 

A number of researches paid attention to ICN routing, for ex-

mple, simple interest forwarding and introducing bloom filter,

nt Colony Optimization (ACO), in-network caching and Software-

efined Networking (SDN). Regarding simple interest forwarding,

n [24] , some alternatives of blind routing algorithms were pro-

osed to solve the problem of which Forwarding Information Base

FIB) miss occurs. In [25] , a routing algorithm based on dynamic

nterest forwarding was proposed to discover path to the content

opy not addressed in routing table. It forwarded interest request

or such content towards the best outgoing interface at each hop.

egarding bloom filter, in [26] , a scalable routing algorithm based

n bloom filter was proposed to exchange the cached contents in

rder to address scalability issue. Besides, bloom filter in [27] was

sed to minimize signaling overhead and flooded interests. Regard-

ng ACO, in [28] , a service routing algorithm was proposed, which

upported the integration of CCN and SCN. In addition, other ACO

ased ICN routing schemes were also investigated in [29–31] . Re-

arding in-network caching, in [32] , a smart routing scheme based

n cache capacity aware was proposed. It first used a selective

aching method to balance caching load among routers and re-

uce caching redundancy dramatically. Then, it provided a scalable

ethod to maintain routing information for the cached contents. In

33] , five different hash based routing schemes were proposed to

fficiently exploit in-network caching without requiring routers to

aintain the state information of content. Regarding SDN, in [34] ,

 routing scheme with the assistance of SDN was proposed, which

eparated control plane from data plane. However, the above ICN

outing proposals neither provided QoS support nor considered en-

rgy saving. 

There were also some ICN routing schemes with QoS support.

n [35] , three QoS aware path selection algorithms were proposed

ased on ACO. The first one was to retrieve the content from

he multiple sources simultaneously while maximizing aggregate

andwidth, the second one was to select the highest bandwidth

ath to a single source for high bandwidth application, and the

ast one was to minimize per-packet delay for real-time traffic. In

36] , the problem of meeting network delay requirements for the

ifferentiated services was investigated. It solved delay guarantee

ask as a nonlinear integer programming problem. In [37] , QoS was

onsidered to make forwarding decision to adapt to network con-

itions and user preferences. In [38] , a context aware forwarding

lane with QoS support was proposed. It examined a typical sce-

ario which encompasses different user applications with varying

emands. However, [35–38] did not consider energy saving. In ad-

ition, different from them, this paper considered QoS from band-

idth, delay and error rate, and further used the fuzzy mathemat-

cal theory to do QoS evaluation. 

Although a lot of ICN researches with energy saving were stud-

ed, they did not belong to ICN routing category, or they were be-

ond the pure ICN paradigm, for example, under or incorporat-

ng wireless network [21] . In spite of this, a few energy-efficient

CN routing researches were developed. In [39] , an energy aware

outing algorithm was proposed. It formulated the model of en-

rgy saving in traffic routing to achieve link rate adaption and pre-

icted traffic to preserve network stability, in which the contents

ere placed at the edge routers to decrease traffic going through

he backbone. In [40] , an invention patent on energy-efficient con-
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Fig. 1. The system framework of EQRI. 
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tent retrieval strategy was proposed. It used mobile device and

content retrieval agent to achieve interest forwarding. In [41] , an

energy-efficient scheme by turning off redundant Content Routers

(CRs) and links was proposed. It formulated energy consumption

management problem as a mixed integer linear programming and

proposed a centralized solution via spanning tree heuristic. How-

ever, [39–41] only considered energy saving irrespective of provid-

ing QoS support. 

With respect to energy-efficient ICN routing scheme with QoS

support, in [42] , a green domain and ACO based forwarding

scheme was proposed. It first used popularity-inspired caching to

decrease power consumption, and then designed ACO based inter-

est forwarding to support QoS. Although [42] considered the com-

bination of QoS and energy efficiency, its QoS evaluation method

and formulation of energy saving needed to be improved further,

which motivated the proposed EQRI in this paper. 

3. System framework 

3.1. Framework 

In this paper, we propose a novel ICN routing mechanism to

accomplish content retrieval, called EQRI, where both QoS and en-

ergy efficiency are considered. As depicted in Fig. 1 , EQRI con-

sists of six main modules, i.e., QoS Evaluation (QE), Energy effi-

ciency Evaluation (EE), Backtracking Strategy (BS), Priority Deter-

mination (PD), Color Management (CM) and Link Selection (LS).

Among them, QE is used to evaluate the suitability of link state

to user’s QoS requirements; EE is used to evaluate the energy effi-

ciency of link by monitoring the corresponding traffic; PD is used

to determine the priority of outgoing interface according to the

outputs of QE and EE; CM is used to mark the color of outgoing

interface; BS is used to cope with the failed Interest packet; LS is

used to select an outgoing interface to forward Interest packet ac-

cording to the outputs of BS, PD and CM. 

EQRI has two kinds of messages, that is, Interest packet used

to request the content and Data packet used to return the cor-

responding content to interest requester. As shown in Fig. 2 , the

structure of Interest packet consists of content name, Nonce, Time

To Live (TTL), application type and Current CR (CCR). Among them,

Nonce is used to identify Interest packet, that is, each Interest

packet carries a random Nonce value generated by interest re-

quester. A CR remembers both name and Nonce of each received

Interest packet, and it has ability to check whether a newly arrived

Interest packet carrying the same name as a previously received

Interest packet from a different interest requester, or a previously

forwarded Interest packet looped back. As a result, the closed loop

problem of Interest packet is addressed. TTL means the survival

time of Interest packet. Application type reflects the type of user’s

interest request. CCR is the latest location where Interest packet
s. The structure of Data packet consists of content name and the

orresponding content. In particular, two Interest packets are same

eans that they have same content name and Nonce. Meanwhile,

ultiple Interest packets with same content name and different

once values occupy multiple slots, but they belong to the same

tem no. field, which saves space overhead from the perspective of

wo fields in PIT, i.e., item no. and content name, and thus saves

ime overhead from the perspective of lookup. 

.2. Network model 

We model ICN network as an undirected connected graph, de-

oted by G = (V, E) , where V and E are node set and link set re-

pectively. Each node is regarded as one CR which consists of Con-

ent Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT) and FIB. Among them,

S serves as in-network cache attached to CR to provide the con-

ent copy, PIT tracks incoming interface where pending Interest

acket arrives, and FIB maps content name to outgoing interface

n order to forward Interest packet. The structures of CS, PIT and

IB are shown in Fig. 3 . In PIT, Nonce is used to distinguish a spe-

ific Interest packet from those with the same interest requests. In

IB, counter is used to determine the color of outgoing interface,

nd priority and color are used to select an outgoing interface to

orward Interest packet. 

In this paper, the link state is described by bandwidth, delay

nd error rate, and the interval is used to depict link state because

f its difficulty for precise measurement. Specifically, [ B L , B H ] de-

otes the available bandwidth of link, and [ D L , D H ] and [ E L , E H ]

enote the tolerant delay and error rate of link respectively. Each

ink has two states, that is, the working state in which the link can

e used to forward Interest packet and the closed state is just the

pposite. 

The user request is expressed as a tuple < Content name, Appli-

ation type > . Each application type corresponds to a specific set

f QoS requirements, and it is mapped to a tuple < bw, del, era >

hich denote requirements on bandwidth, delay and error rate re-

pectively, here bw ∈ [ B L , B H ], del ∈ [ D L , D H ] and era ∈ [ E L , E H ]. 

. QoS and energy efficiency evaluation 

.1. QoS evaluation 

.1.1. Cauchy distribution 

The user’s QoS requirements are hard to be expressed exactly,

hus we use fuzzy distribution model to evaluate the suitability of

ink state to user’s QoS requirements, such as rectangular distri-

ution, trapezoidal distribution, parabolic distribution, cauchy dis-

ribution model, normal distribution model and ridge distribution

odel [43] . Among them, the change trend of function curve in

auchy distribution model is floating, that is, the change rate is al-

ays neither increasing nor decreasing. However, those in other

odels are stable, that is, the change rate is always either increas-

ng or decreasing. To this end, Cauchy Distribution Model (CDM) is

sed, and the corresponding evaluation functions on QoS parame-

ers are shown in Figs. 4 (a) and (b). Their values vary from 0 to 1,

eing consistent with the condition of the suitability of these pa-

ameters to user’s QoS requirements, where Figs. 4 (a) and (b) fol-

ow partial-small and partial-large distribution respectively. In par-

icular, the points a and b in Fig. 4 are two special segmentations,

nd they divide evaluation function into three parts, that is, [0, a ),

 a, b ) and [ b, + ∞ ) . 

Regarding arbitrary link between CR i and CR j , denoted by e i, j ,

ser’s strong demand on bandwidth means small suitability of the

vailable bandwidth of e i, j to the user’s bandwidth requirement.

o be specific, when the bandwidth requirement bw exceeds the

aximum available bandwidth provided by e i, j , the corresponding
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Fig. 2. The structures of Interest packet and Data packet. 

Fig. 3. The structures of CS, PIT and FIB. 

Fig. 4. CDM and improved CDM. 
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uitability is 0; in other words, e i, j has no capacity to satisfy user’s

andwidth requirement. In addition, when bw is smaller than the

inimum available bandwidth provided by e i, j , the corresponding

uitability is always 1, that is, e i, j has enough capacity to satisfy
ser’s bandwidth requirement. The related bandwidth evaluation

unction is shown in Fig. 4 (a). 

Further, user’s weak demand on delay (error rate) means small

uitability of the tolerant delay (error rate) of e i, j to the user’s de-

ay (error rate) requirement. Similarly, when the delay (error rate)

equirement del ( era ) exceeds the maximum tolerant delay (error

ate) provided by e i, j , the corresponding suitability is 1, because

t does not reach the tolerance of e i, j . In addition, when del ( era )

s smaller than the minimum tolerant delay (error rate) provided

y e i, j , the corresponding suitability is 0, because it is beyond the

olerance of e i, j . 

In fact, the available bandwidth provided by e i, j has significant

nfluence on congestion, packet collision and traffic rate. In addi-

ion, the tolerant delay and error rate are also dynamic change,

hich are influenced by sending rate and sending number of pack-

ts into network, that is, bandwidth, delay and error rate are effec-

ively multifaceted aspects. However, such dynamic cases are diffi-

ult to simulate in the practice network environment. Therefore,

n this paper, these evaluation functions with respect to suitability

epend on the assumption that the available bandwidth, tolerant

elay and error rate are changeless within a certain period of time.

However, the evaluation value of link’s available bandwidth

o user’s bandwidth requirement approaches 0 rather than being

qual to 0 when his bandwidth requirement reaches the maxi-

um available bandwidth of link, that is, the condition of x = b in

ig. 4 (a). Therefore, we improve partial-small CDM from Fig. 4 (a)

o (c). Similarly, the evaluation value of link’s tolerant delay (er-

or rate) to user’s delay (error rate) requirement also approaches 0

ather than being equal to 0 when his delay (error rate) require-

ent reaches the minimum delay (error rate) of link, that is, the

ondition of x = a in Fig. 4 (b). Therefore, we improve partial-large

DM from Fig. 4 (b) to (d). 

.1.2. Improved CDM based QoS evaluation 

According to the improved partial-small CDM, we define the

valuation function of link’s available bandwidth to user’s band-

idth requirement, denoted by Mfb ( bw ), as follows: 

f b(bw ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

0 , bw > B H 

ε, bw = B H [ 
1 + α

(
bw − B L 

)β] −1 

, B L < bw < B H 

1 , bw ≤ B L 

(1) 

here α, β > 0 and ε → 0. 

Similarly, we define two other evaluation functions: one is on

ink’s tolerant delay to user’s delay requirement, and one is on
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o  
link’s tolerant error rate to user’s error rate requirement, denoted

by Mfd ( del ) and Mfe ( era ) respectively, as follows: 

M f d (d el) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

0 , del < D L 

ε, del = D L [ 
1 + α

(
del − D L 

)−β] −1 

, D L < del < D H 

1 − ε, del ≥ D H 

(2)

M fe (era ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

0 , era < E L 
ε, era = E L [ 

1 + α
(

era − E L 

)−β] −1 

, E L < era < E H 

1 − ε, era ≥ E H 

(3)

The suitability of link state to user’s QoS requirements de-

pends on Mfb ( bw ), Mfd ( del ) and Mfe ( era ), where Mfb ( bw ) ∈ [0, 1] by

Eq. (1) , Mfd ( del ) ∈ [0, 1) by Eq. (2) and Mfe ( era ) ∈ [0, 1) by Eq. (3) .

The weighted average method is used to evaluate the suitability

of link state to user’s QoS requirements because Mfb ( bw ), Mfd ( del )

and Mfe ( era ) have the same order of magnitude. Let Efl QoS denote

the comprehensive evaluation function on QoS, and it is defined as

follows: 

E f l QoS = αB M f b(bw ) + αD M f d (d el) + αE M fe (era ) (4)

where αB , αD and αE are the weights with respect to bandwidth,

delay and error rate respectively, reflecting their relative impor-

tance to user’s QoS requirements. In particular, 0 < αB , αD , αE < 1

and αB + αD + αE = 1 . 

We present a theorem about the performance of Efl QoS as fol-

lows. 

Theorem 1. To get the best performance of EQRI, Efl QoS is equal to
1 
2 + 

αB −αD −αE 
2 β

. The related proof is found in Appendix A. 

4.2. Energy efficiency evaluation 

In this paper, energy efficiency is used to measure energy sav-

ing, and it is defined as the number of bits which can be success-

fully transmitted with the unit energy consumption. As a matter

of fact, a link, no matter wired or wireless, has no any energy

consumption; instead, configuration and traffic information from

network devices consume energy [44] . In other words, the energy

consumption of link is used to express the interface’s energy con-

sumption because each outgoing interface corresponds to one link.

However, in order to display the consistency with the suitability of

link state, we use the energy consumption of link rather than that

of outgoing interface. Inspired by Mahadevan et al. [44] , the en-

ergy consumption depends on the corresponding traffic and config-

uration. Although different types of network devices have different

configurations, which causes different energy consumption mod-

els, this paper only considers traffic irrespective of configuration

for convenient modeling and implementation. In particular, with

respect to traffic, Mahadevan et al. [44] builds a linear model for

power consumption which is linearly proportional to energy con-

sumption, thus we consider the relationship between energy con-

sumption and traffic as linearity. Let Ecl energy denote the energy

consumption function of link, and it is defined as follows: 

Ecl energy = 

{
σ + λ · tra, link is working 
σ, otherwise 

(5)

where σ means the fixed energy consumption on condition that

link is working, λ is the consumed energy by processing per bit

traffic, tra is the transmitted traffic. 
Then, let Eel energy represent the energy efficiency function of

ink, and it is defined as follows: 

el energy = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

λ · tra 

σ + λ · tra 
, link is working 

λ · tra 

σ
, otherwise 

(6)

By now, two evaluation values, i.e., the suitability of link state

o user’s QoS requirements and the energy efficiency of link, are

btained, and they are used to determine the priority of outgoing

nterface. 

. Link selection 

When CR i receives an Interest packet inp , it searches CS i , PIT i 
nd FIB i , here 1 ≤ i ≤ n and n is the number of CRs. If FIB i is

earched, it means that an appropriate outgoing interface will be

elected to forward inp . The link selection depends on color and

riority of outgoing interface. Specifically, a backtracking strategy

s devised to cope with the failed inp . 

.1. Color management 

As mentioned above, FIB has color field which is used to mark

utgoing interface state. To check the availability of outgoing in-

erface conveniently, besides using the extended OSPF protocol to

onitor and distribute link state [45] , we mark the outgoing in-

erface as three colors, i.e., RED, YELLOW or GREEN,6 . In particular,

hen an FIB entry is not available, the corresponding color of out-

oing interface is modified as RED, instead of deleting this entry

rom FIB. This way which adjusts the color of outgoing interface

an save much more time due to the frequent addition and dele-

ion of FIB entries. RED means that outgoing interface cannot be

sed to forward Interest packet; YELLOW and GREEN means that

utgoing interface can be used to forward Interest packet, while

utgoing interface in GREEN has higher priority than that in YEL-

OW . 

As shown in Fig. 3 , each outgoing interface is equipped with a

ounter and its value is denoted by count . Initially, all outgoing in-

erfaces are marked in YELLOW , and their count s are set as 0. How-

ver, during the following forwarding, some interest requests may

e failed frequently, in order to ensure the fair forwarding, GREEN

r YELLOW interface should be changed to RED. To this end, in

erms of one outgoing interface, if it is not used to forward Interest

acket, its count remains unchanged; if the content returns within

TL, its count is increased by 1, otherwise its count is decreased by

 each time. According to the above statements, the transition re-

ation among RED, YELLOW and GREEN , i.e., the color determination

f outgoing interface, is defined as follows: 

olor := 

{ 

RED, count < −�
Y ELLOW, −� ≤ count ≤ 0 

GRE E N, count > 0 

(7)

here � is a threshold to indicate the permitted maximum failure

imes of interest forwarding. 

.2. Priority determination 

LS gets Efl QoS and Eel energy from QE and GE respectively,

hich are used to determine the priority of outgoing interface. Let

fl pri denote the priority determination function, and it is defined

s follows: 

f l pri = E f l QoS · E el energy (8)

Apparently, outgoing interface with large Dfl pri has high pri-

rity. In this paper, we use the quick sort method to sort these
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Algorithm 1 LSCPB algorithm. 

Input : An Interest packet ( inp) 

Output : An outgoing interface 

Begin 

01: CR i receives inp from CR j ; 

02: for i = 1 to m , do // m is the number of outgoing interfaces; 

03: Evaluate QoS according to Eq. (4) ; 

04: Evaluate energy efficiency according to Eq. (6) ; 

05: Determine priority according to Eq. (8) ; 

06: end for 

07: Sort m priority values in descending order; 

08: for i = 1 to m , do 

09: Assign a number to outgoing interface; 

10: end for 

11: if CR i has been traversed, then 

12: Return the suboptimal outgoing interface; 

13: else 

14: if CR i is capable of forwarding inp, then 

15: Return the optimal outgoing interface; 

16: else 

17: Backtrack to CR j ; 

18: end if 

19: end if 

End 

Fig. 5. Interest routing process. 
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riority values in descending order, where outgoing interface with

igh priority is assigned as small number. 

We present a definition about the optimal outgoing interface as

ollows. 

efinition 1 (the optimal outgoing interface) . If an outgoing inter-

ace meets that (i) its color is YELLOW or GREEN and (ii) its Dfl pri

s the highest among all outgoing interfaces, then it is regarded as

he optimal one. 

For example, in Fig. 2 , when inp arrives at C , the third entry in

IB is selected, where inp is forwarded via “C → E ”. According to

M, only “C → E ” and “C → F ” can be used to forward inp ; however,

ccording to PD, “C → E ” is finally selected to forward inp due to

ts higher priority. 

.3. Backtracking strategy 

In terms of one CR, when all outgoing interfaces are marked in

ED , it means that the CR is not able to forward Interest packet.

nder such case, the original ICN generates and send a new inter-

st request [6] ; instead, this paper devises a backtracking strategy

o return the failed Interest packet to the previous CR in order to

educe network overhead. We present a definition about the pre-

ious CR as follows. 

efinition 2 (the previous CR) . ∀ CR i and CR j , here i 	 = j , if (i) there

xists an edge between CR i and CR j and (ii) CR i receives inp from

R j , then CR j is the previous CR of CR i . 

Consider that inp is forwarded along CR k , CR j and CR i in turn,

ere i 	 = j 	 = k . When CR i is not capable of forwarding inp, inp is

acktracked to CR j and another outgoing interface of CR j is selected

o forward inp . According to the statement, we know that a single

R can send multiple and same Interest packets, that is, it is pos-

ible to send multiple inp from CR j . If the remaining outgoing in-

erface(s) of CR j cannot be used to forward inp, inp is backtracked

o CR k ; otherwise, the YELLOW or GREEN one with the highest pri-

rity is used to forward inp , and it is regarded as the suboptimal

utgoing interface. For example, in Fig. 2 , C selects “C → E ” to for-

ard inp ; however, the colors of all outgoing interfaces in E are

ED , thus inp is backtracked to C and it is forwarded via “C → F ”. 

We design a Link Selection algorithm based on CM, PD and

S (LSCPB) to forward Interest packet, and it is described in

lgorithm 1 , where lines 11–17 are to determine how to process

nterest packet. 

. Routing decision 

.1. Interest routing 

When CR i receives inp , it searches its CS to see whether the

ontent exists. If yes, the forwarding of inp is finished; as a result,

he content is sent back to the incoming interface of inp . If the

ontent cannot be found in CS, CR i checks its PIT to see whether

here is another Interest packet jnp with the same interest request

s inp . 

If the matched item is found in PIT, CR i checks whether the link

o which the incoming interface of jnp corresponds can meet user’s

oS requirements. If yes, CR i adds the incoming interface of jnp to

IT and jnp waits the content. If the content is returned within

TL, the content is sent back to the incoming interface of jnp ; oth-

rwise, inp is backtracked to the previous CR. 

If the matched item cannot be found in PIT or the link to which

he incoming interface of jnp corresponds cannot meet user’s QoS

equirements, CR i searches its FIB to forward inp based on LSCPB

lgorithm. In this case, if the optimal outgoing interface is found,
R i checks whether the link to which the optimal outgoing inter-

ace corresponds can meet user’s QoS requirements. If yes, inp is

orwarded via the optimal outgoing interface. If the optimal outgo-

ng interface cannot be found or the link to which the optimal out-

oing interface cannot meet user’s QoS requirements, inp is back-

racked to the previous CR and the suboptimal outgoing interface

s selected to forward inp . Specifically, if inp is forwarded from CR i 
o CR j rather than other CRs, then in order to save energy further,

he CRs which have no probability to receive inp are switched off

hile CR j is switched on. 

The Interest routing algorithm is described in Algorithm 2 and

epicted in Fig. 5 , where lines 8 and 15 are to check whether the

btained outgoing interface can meet user’s QoS requirements. 

.2. Data routing 

In this paper, Data packet(s) is(are) sent to interest requester

long the same path which is reverse with that of Interest packet.

hen CR i finds the content in its CS or waits the content within

TL, Data packet(s) is(are) generated to carry the content back to

nterest requester and then CR i searches its PIT to find the in-

oming interface from which the corresponding Interest packet

as been received. If the matched item is found in PIT, CR i does

hree operations: (i) sends Data packet(s) to the incoming inter-

ace; (ii) puts the content into CS of the previous CR; (iii) deletes

he corresponding PIT item about the incoming interface. If the
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Algorithm 2 Interest packet routing algorithm. 

Input : An Interest packet ( inp) 

Output : Data packet(s) or failure 

Begin 

01: CR i receives inp; 

02: if CR i has forwarded inp, then 

03: Return failure; 

04: else 

05: if the content is found in CS, then 

06: Return Data packet(s); 

07: else if the matched item is found in PIT 

08: if user’s QoS requirements is met, then 

09: if the content cannot be returned within TTL, then 

10: Backtrack inp to its previous CR; 

11: else 

12: Return Data packet(s); 

13: end if 

14: end if 

15: else // CR i searches its FIB; 

16: Select the optimal outgoing interface by LSCPB; 

17: if user’s QoS requirements is met, then 

18: Forward inp via the optimal outgoing interface; 

19: Switch off the CRs which have no probability to receive 

inp; 

20: else 

21: Backtrack inp to its previous CR; 

22: end if 

23: end if 

24: end if 

End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. 2010-USA-Deltacom topology with 97 nodes and 124 edges. 

Fig. 7. 2010-Europe-GTS topology with 130 nodes and 168 edges. 
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matched item cannot be found in PIT, Data packet(s) is(are) dis-

carded. Meanwhile, if CS is not full, the content is cached; oth-

erwise, the First In First Out (FIFO) replacement strategy is per-

formed. 

The Data routing algorithm is described in Algorithm 3 . 

Algorithm 3 Data packet routing algorithm. 

Input : Data packet(s) 

Output : Null 

Begin 

01: if the matched item is found in PIT, then 

02: Send Data packet(s) to the incoming interface; 

03: if CS is not full, then 

04: Put the content into CS; 

05: else 

06: Perform FIFO replacement strategy; 

07: end if 

08: Delete PIT item; 

09: Return Null; 

10: end if 

End 

7. Performance evaluation 

7.1. Simulation setup 

7.1.1. Experiment method 

We compare EQRI with four well-known algorithms, i.e., NDN

Forwarding mechanism (NDNF) [6] , QoS Aware Path Selection

mechanism [35] , Energy Aware Traffic Routing mechanism (EATR)
39] and ACO based forwarding with Domain Partition (ADP)

42] based on 100 times simulations. In order to make the com-

arison as fair as possible, we integrate QoS and energy efficiency

nto NDNF, energy efficiency into QAPS, and QoS into EATR respec-

ively. Then, Average Routing Success Rate ( ARSR ), Average Hop

ount ( AHC ), Average Delay ( AD ), Average Throughput ( AT ), Av-

rage Energy Efficiency ( AEE ) and stability are considered as six

valuation metrics over Deltacom topology (with 97 nodes and 124

dges) in Fig. 6 and GTS topology (with 130 nodes and 168 edges)

n Fig. 7 . For two topologies, they have 1 interest requester and

 content providers, where bandwidth, delay and error rate are set

s 1Gbps, 30ms and 0.01 respectively. In addition, we generate 500,

0 0, 70 0, 80 0, 90 0 and 10 0 0 interest requests and send them into

etwork following uniform distribution. Moreover, we implement

hese three algorithms by C++ programming language; meanwhile,

he test environment is set up on a personal computer with the

ntel (R) i5-4590, 3.30 GHZ CPU, 4G RAM over Windows 7 system. 

.1.2. Parameter setting 

At first, we capture data from Sohu website every day for one

our during one week. Then, we extract the names of interest re-

uests from these HTTP requests and use them as experimental

ata, where the volume of data is 100GB. In particular, the traffic

s simulated via network bandwidth, and regarding its measure-
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Table 1 

Simulation parameter settings. 

Parameter α β αB αD αE λ σ

Setting 1 1.0 0 01 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.3 1KJ 

Parameter counter ( �) CS size PIT size FIB size buffer size packet size TTL 

Setting 6 1.5G 200MB 500MB 0.5GB 128B 64 

Table 2 

Average QoS evaluation values for EQRI. 

The number of interest requests 500 600 700 800 900 10 0 0 

QoS evaluation value in Deltacom 0.817081 0.799999 0.816478 0.799963 0.781178 0.808701 

Difference in Deltacom 0.017111 0.0 0 0 029 0.016508 0.0 0 0 0 07 0.018792 0.008731 

QoS evaluation value in GTS 0.804752 0.813006 0.798642 0.815537 0.808631 0.810574 

Difference in GTS 0.004782 0.013036 0.001328 0.015567 0.008661 0.010604 
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F

ent within a period of time, we use sFlow [46] to monitor the

eal-time change of bandwidth and convert to the corresponding

raffic. For network parameters and computation parameters, their

ettings are shown in Table 1 . Meanwhile, each CR stores 500 con-

ent items by adopting FIFO replacement strategy. Especially, this

aper does not pay attention to caching, thus the buffer size is set

o be sufficient, that is, 0.5GB. In addition, the best performance

f EQRI is irrelevant to the setting of α according to Theorem 1 ,

hus α is set as 1 for simple computation. The initial energy avail-

bility of CR is considered and set as 350J, and it is only used to

ccomplish CR startup. 

.2. QoS test for EQRI 

In this section, we test average QoS evaluation values for EQRI

ver Deltacom and GTS, and the corresponding results are shown

n Table 2 . These average evaluation values are around 0.79997 and

he corresponding differences are within 0.02. As a matter of fact,

e have proved that EQRI can reach the best performance in case

f E f l QoS = 

1 
2 + 

αB −αD −αE 
2 β

in Theorem 1 . Putting the simulation

arameters ( β = 1 . 0 0 01 , αB = 0 . 8 , αD = 0 . 1 and αE = 0 . 1 ) into it,

nd E f l QoS = 0 . 79997 , which indicates that the suitability of link

tate to user’s QoS requirements can reach 0.79997. To some ex-

ent, these average QoS evaluation values are acceptable. In ad-

ition, the experimental results are basically consistent with the

roposed Theorem 1 , which reveals the integration of theory and

ractice. 

.3. Average routing success rate 

The routing success rate is defined as the ratio of the number of

nterest requests which have successfully retrieved the content to

he total number of interest requests. The ARSR s for EQRI, NDNF,

APS, EATR and ADP are reported in Fig. 8 . 

Over the same topology, we observe that ADP has the highest

RSR , followed by EQRI, NDNF, QAPS and EATR, especially EQRI

nd ADP have the virtually identical ARSR . For ADP, it sends a

roup of interest requests from interest requester by using the dis-

ributed parallel ability of ACO, thus has the highest ARSR . For

QRI and NDNF, when one CR is not capable of forwarding in-

erest request, EQRI uses backtracking strategy to return interest

equest to the previous CR while NDNF generates a new interest

equest from interest requester. In such condition, interest request

as the chance to retrieve the content during the backtracking pro-

ess in EQRI, thus EQRI has higher ARSR than NDNF. For NDNF and

APS, when the content cannot be found in CS, NDNF checks PIT

nd waits the content within TTL while QAPS finds an outgoing in-

erface with the highest priority to forward interest request. Thus,

DNF has higher ARSR than QAPS. For ADP, EQRI, NDNF and QAPS,
he contents are placed evenly in CRs, that is, each CR in network

aches a certain number of contents. However, those are placed at

he CRs located at the network edge for EATR, which decreases the

robability of content retrieval, thus EATR has the lowest ARSR . 

Over the different topologies, only ARSR of ADP has no obvi-

us change, and the corresponding ARSR reaches 100%. For EQRI,

ts ARSR over GTS is higher than that over Deltacom in cases of

ending 70 0, 90 0 and 10 0 0 interest requests, which indicates that

QRI have better adaptability over GTS than Deltacom. In addition,

RSR s of NDNF, QAPS and EATR are lower over Deltacom than that

ver GTS, this is because re-sending interest request, checking PIT

nd placing content in larger network have more significant oppo-

ite influence on NDNF, QAPS and EATR respectively. 

.4. Average hop count 

The AHC s for EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP are reported in

ig. 9 . 

Over the same topology, we observe that EQRI has the small-

st AHC , followed by QAPS, ADP, NDNF and EATR. Although EQRI

ses backtracking way which increases AHC to a certain extent,

he failed number of interest requests has the considerably low

roportion according to Fig. 9 . That is, the influence on AHC by

sing backtracking way is not very significant. For EQRI and QAPS,

hey are to find a single path and select the optimal outgoing inter-

ace to forward interest request; in contrast, NDNF, EATR and ADP

re to find the multiple alternative paths, and they have to tra-

erse much more hops and thus have larger AHC than EQRI and

APS. For EQRI and QAPS, the latter does not perform the opera-

ion of checking PIT. Especially when the same interest request ar-

ives at a CR, QAPS forwards it straightly while EQRI checks PIT and

aits the possible content within TTL. Thus, EQRI traverses much

ess hops and thus has smaller AHC than QAPS. For NDNF, EATR

nd ADP, the first two algorithms always forward interest request

ased on the multiple same outgoing interfaces, while the last one

orwards a group of interest requests from interest requester and

he alternative number of outgoing interfaces becomes small as

he forwarding goes on. In addition, ADP inherently supports QoS,

hus it always selects the relatively optimal outgoing interface to

orward interest request. Given the above two aspects, ADP has

maller AHC than NDNF and EATR. For NDNF and EATR, instead of

lacing the contents at the CRs of network edge, NDNF caches and

istributes them at CRs evenly. Under such condition, EATR has to

orward interest request to the edge CRs, thus NDNF has smaller

HC than EATR. 

Over the different topologies, we observe that the five algo-

ithms have larger AHC over GTS than that over Deltacom, be-

ause GTS has larger physical distance between interest requester

nd content provider than Deltacom, which can be seen from

igs. 6 and 7 . 
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Fig. 8. Average routing success rate among EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP. 

Fig. 9. Average hop count among EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP. 

Fig. 10. Average delay among EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP. 
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7.5. Average delay 

The delay is defined as the time-slot between the point-in-time

when an Interest packet is sent from an interest requester and

that when the interest requester receives the corresponding Data

packet(s) which carries the demanded content or is informed as
h  
ailure. The AD s for EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP are reported

n Fig. 10 . 

Over the same topology, we observe that EQRI has the small-

st AD , followed by QAPS, NDNF, EATR and ADP. Among them,

DP consumes a lot of time to partition the network into sev-

ral domains in order to reduce energy consumption; on the other

and, ADP uses ACO to find a feasible path in order to support
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Fig. 11. Average throughput among EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP. 
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oS, which needs much more computation time. Thus, ADP has

he largest AD . As a matter of fact, during the process of data

outing, sending multiple data objects from multiple different con-

ent providers to interest requester influences transmission effi-

iency of data, and thus increases the corresponding transmission

elay. In terms of the remaining four algorithms, NDNF and EATR

ulticast interest request via multiple outgoing interfaces and find

any content providers, thus they have larger AD than EQRI and

APS. For NDNF and EATR, the latter need consume more time to

end interest request or find content provider to the edge CRs, thus

ATR has larger AD than NDNF. For EQRI and QAPS, although the

ormer uses both backtracking way and PIT checking, the failed

umber of interest requests has the considerably low proportion

nd checking PIT consumes the relatively small time. In addition,

he former considers three QoS factors including delay, bandwidth

nd error rate while the latter only considers bandwidth, thus it

as higher delay requirement than the latter. Furthermore, the lat-

er always uses ACO to select outgoing interface with the high-

st priority to forward interest request, which consumes much

ore time than the latter. Given the above three aspects, EQRI has

maller AD than QAPS. 

Over the different topologies, we observe that the five algo-

ithms have larger AD over GTS than that over Deltacom, because

hey need to traverse more CRs over GTS than Deltacom. 

.6. Average throughput 

The throughput is defined as the processed number of inter-

st requests within unit time ( μs ). The AT s for EQRI, NDNF, QAPS,

ATR and ADP are reported in Fig. 11 . 

We observe that EQRI has the largest AT , followed by QAPS,

DNF, EATR and ADP. The related reason is concluded as follows.

n algorithm with smaller AD means that it has more time to pro-

ess more number of interest requests, and thus has larger AT .

ore inherent reasons can be found from the above sections. 

.7. Average energy efficiency 

The network energy efficiency is defined as the ratio of the to-

al traffic to the total consumed energy in network, where the total

onsumed energy is equal to the total energy consumed by all in-

olved CRs and links during traffic transferring. The AEE s for EQRI,

DNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP are reported in Fig. 12 . 

EQRI has the highest AEE , followed by EATR, ADP, QAPS and

DNF. Since EQRI, ADP and EATR inherently support energy effi-

iency, they have higher AEE than the other two algorithms. For
he first three algorithms, EQRI forwards interest request via the

elatively outgoing interface, thus consumes the smallest energy.

n addition, energy efficiency in EQRI can be guaranteed in terms

f each link since it is considered when selecting outgoing inter-

ace. However, both EATR and ADP only consider energy efficiency

rom the global perspective and cannot guarantee the link’s en-

rgy efficiency real-time. Given the above two aspects, EQRI has

he highest AEE . Although EATR and ADP forward interest request

ith the multiple alternative paths, consuming much more energy

ompared to EQRI, the latter forwards interest request via the edge

Rs and thus avoids the traffic going through the backbone, con-

uming much smaller energy. In other words, EATR has higher AEE

han ADP. In the similar way, QAPS forwards interest request via an

utgoing interface straightly, thus has higher AEE than NDNF. 

.8. Stability 

The stability is quantified as the fluctuation coefficient among

QRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP with respect to ARSR , AHC , AD ,

T and AEE , as follows. 

i = 

s v i ∑ 5 
i =1 s v i 

(9) 

 v i = 

6 ∑ 

j=1 

{ 

x max − x j 

} 

(10)

 max = max 6 j=1 x j (11) 

mong them, sv 1 , sv 2 , sv 3 , sv 4 and sv 5 denote the stability values

or EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP respectively; x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 
nd x 6 denote the values of ARSR , AHC , AD , AT and AEE respec-

ively; ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 , ρ4 and ρ5 denote the fluctuation coefficients

or EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP respectively. Meanwhile, an

lgorithm with small fluctuation coefficient means it has good per-

ormance. The stabilities for EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP are

eported in Table 3 . 

According to Table 3 , we observe that EQRI has the smallest

uctuation coefficient, that is, it is more stable than NDNF, QAPS,

ATR and ADP. On one hand, EQRI is to find a single path based on

olor management, priority determination and backtracking strat-

gy so that interest request can be forwarded via the optimal out-

oing interface. On the other hand, EQRI considers QoS and energy

fficiency inherently, thus user’s QoS requirements and energy ef-

ciency can be guaranteed effectively. 
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Fig. 12. Average energy efficiency among EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP. 

Table 3 

The stability test results among EQRI, NDNF, QAPS, EATR and ADP. 

Algorithm EQRI NDNF QAPS EATR ADP 

Fluctuation coefficient over Deltacom 0.430217 1.062386 0.516551 0.699936 0.814231 

Fluctuation coefficient over GTS 0.475824 0.989125 0.503398 0.641217 0.785863 

Table 4 

Wilcoxon testing results over Deltacom under 600 interest 

requests with respect to routing success rate. 

Comparison R + R − p − v alue 

EQRI versus ADP 0 100 0 

EQRI versus EATR 100 0 0 

EQRI versus NDNF 100 0 0 

EQRI versus QAPS 100 0 0 

Table 5 

Wilcoxon testing results over Deltacom under 600 interest 

requests with respect to hop count. 

Comparison R + R − p − v alue 

EQRI versus ADP 0 100 0 

EQRI versus EATR 0 100 0 

EQRI versus NDNF 0 100 0 

EQRI versus QAPS 0 100 0 

Table 6 

Wilcoxon testing results over Deltacom under 600 interest 

requests with respect to delay. 

Comparison R + R − p − v alue 

EQRI versus ADP 0 100 0 

EQRI versus EATR 0 100 0 

EQRI versus NDNF 0 100 0 

EQRI versus QAPS 0 100 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 

Wilcoxon testing results over Deltacom under 600 interest 

requests with respect to throughput. 

Comparison R + R − p − v alue 

EQRI versus ADP 100 0 0 

EQRI versus EATR 100 0 0 

EQRI versus NDNF 100 0 0 

EQRI versus QAPS 100 0 0 

Table 8 

Wilcoxon testing results over Deltacom under 600 interest 

requests with respect to energy efficiency. 

Comparison R + R − p − v alue 

EQRI versus ADP 100 0 0 

EQRI versus EATR 100 0 0 

EQRI versus NDNF 100 0 0 

EQRI versus QAPS 100 0 0 
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7.9. Wilcoxon-based statistical testing 

In order to make the experimental results in Figs. 8–12 more

convincing, we do the statistical testing based on Wilcoxon [47,48] ,

here the significance level (i.e., confidence interval) is set as

0.01. According to Figs. 8–12 , 60 tables (5 performance evaluation

metrics ∗6 groups of different interest requests ∗2 topologies) are

generated to report Wilcoxon testing results. Due to the limited

space, we only show five groups of Wilcoxon testing results over

Deltacom under 600 interest requests with respect to five metrics,

and they are shown in Tables 4–8 respectively. According to the
bove testing results, we observe that EQRI has the optimal AHC ,

D , AT and AEE , as well as the suboptimal ARSR . In summary,

rom the perspective of comprehensive evaluation, EQRI has better

erformance than EATR, ADP, QAPS and NDNF. 

. Conclusions 

ICN has been widely studied as one promising networking

aradigm, which focuses on named content rather than host-

entric IP address. In this paper, we propose a novel energy-

fficient QoS routing mechanism for ICN to retrieve the content ef-

ectively. We evaluate QoS and energy efficiency, design color man-

gement, priority management and backtracking strategy, and fur-

her present link selection algorithm to forward interest request.

n addition, we compare the proposed EQRI with four existent al-

orithms by considering routing success rate, hop count, delay,

hroughput, energy efficiency and stability, and the simulation re-

ults demonstrate that EQRI has better performance. 

However, as a new ICN routing mechanism, EQRI has some lim-

tations to be enhanced and improved. Although EQRI is evaluated
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M  
ver Deltacom and GTS topologies, it needs to be evaluated over

ther real and virtual topologies to see whether it has the stable

nd satisfiable performance, that is, EQRI should have strong ro-

ustness. In addition, EQRI does not consider the mobility of ei-

her content or interest requester, and we should enhance EQRI to

upport mobility. 
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ppendix 

heorem 1. To get the best performance of EQRI, Efl QoS is equal to
1 
2 + 

αB −αD −αE 
2 β

. 

roof. To get the best performance of EQRI, the optimal outgo-

ng interface should be selected, thus Efl QoS should be maxi-

ized according to Eq. (8) , which means that Mfb ( bw ), Mfd ( del )

nd Mde ( era ) should be maximized and their change rates should

e minimized. The maximization of Mfb ( bw ), Mfd ( del ) and Mde ( era )

eans that the available bandwidth, tolerant delay and error rate

eet user’s requirements as much as possible, while the minimiza-

ion of their change rates means that the available bandwidth, tol-

rant delay and error rate provided by link keep stable as much as

ossible. �

1) The change rate of Mfb ( bw ) reaches the minimum, which

eans that it exists a fixed Min b in case of B L < bw < B H to make 

 in b = 

[
∂M f b(bw ) 

∂bw 

]
min 

(12) 

For Eq. (1) , when B L < bw < B H , we have 

f b(bw ) = M f b(t + B L ) = 

(
1 + αt β

)−1 
, t = bw − B L (13)

The change rate of Mfb ( bw ) is defined as follows: 

∂M f b(bw ) 

∂bw 

= 

∂M f b(t) 

∂t 
= 

[ (
1 + αt β

)−1 
] ′ 

= −αβt β−1 
(
1 + αt β

)−2 
(14) 

Let fb ( t ) replace the left of Eq. (14) , and we have 

f b(t) = −αβt β−1 
(
1 + αt β

)−2 
, 0 < t < B H − B L (15)

The derivative function of fb ( t ) is as follows: 

∂ f b(t) 

∂t 
= −αβt β−1 

[ 
(β − 1) t β−2 

(
1 + αt β

)−2 

− 2 αβt 2 β−2 
(
1 + αt β

)−3 
] 

= −αβt β−2 
(
1 + αt β

)−3 

×
[
(β − 1)(1 + αt β ) − 2 αβt β

]
(16) 

Since fb ( t ) < 0 by Eq. (15) , Eq. (12) means that fb ( t ) can reach

he minimum. Let gb ( t ) replace the left of Eq. (16) . Consider

b ( t ) ≥ 0, we have 

βt β + αt β ≥ β − 1 (17) 

(i) When 0 < β ≤ 1, Eq. (17) always holds; thereby, fb ( t ) is a

monotone increasing function. Since t ∈ (0 , B H − B L ) , fb ( t )

cannot reach the minimum. 
(ii) When β > 1, fb ( t ) can reach the minimum if and only if the

equality of Eq. (17) holds, and we have 

 = 

β

√ 

β − 1 

α(β + 1) 
(18) 

Putting Eq. (18) into Eqs. (15) and (13) , and we have 

in b = −β2 − 1 

4 β
β

√ 

α(β + 1) 

β − 1 

(19) 

f b(bw ) = 

β + 1 

2 β
(20) 

2) The change rate of Mfd ( del ) reaches the minimum, which

eans that it exists a fixed Min d in case of D L < bw < D H to make

 in d = 

[
∂M f d (d el) 

∂del 

]
min 

(21) 

For Eq. (2) , when D L < bw < D H , we have 

f d (d el) = 

(
1 + αt −β

)−1 
, t = del − D L (22)

The change rate of Mfd ( del ) is defined as follows: 

∂M f d (d el) 

∂del 
= 

∂M f d(t) 

∂t 
= 

[ (
1 + αt −β

)−1 
] ′ 

= αβt −β−1 
(
1 + αt −β

)−2 
(23) 

Let fd ( t ) replace the left of Eq. (23) , and we have 

f d(t) = αβt −β−1 
(
1 + αt −β

)−2 
, 0 < t < D H − D L (24)

The derivative function of fd ( t ) is shown as follows: 

∂ f d(t) 

∂t 
= t −β−2 

(
1 + αt −β

)−3 [
αβt −β − αt −β − β − 1 

]
(25)

Since fd ( t ) > 0 by Eq. (24) , Eq. (21) means that fd ( t ) can reach

he maximum. Let gd ( t ) replace the left of Eq. (25) . Consider

d ( t ) ≤ 0, we have 

t −β (β − 1) ≤ β + 1 (26) 

(i) When 0 < β ≤ 1, Eq. (26) always holds; thereby, fd ( t ) is a

monotone decreasing function. Since t ∈ (0 , D H − D L ) , fd ( t )

cannot reach the maximum. 

(ii) When β > 1, fd ( t ) can reach the maximum if and only if the

equality of Eq. (26) holds, and we have 

 = 

β

√ 

α(β − 1) 

β + 1 

(27) 

Putting Eq. (27) into Eqs. (24) and (22) , and we have 

in d = 

β2 − 1 

4 β
β

√ 

β + 1 

α(β − 1) 
(28) 

f d (d el) = 

β − 1 

2 β
(29) 

3) In fact, both of evaluation functions, i.e., link’s tolerant de-

ay to user’s delay requirements and link’s tolerant error rate to

ser’s error rate requirements, follow the improved partial-large

DM; similarly, it exists a fixed Min e in case of E L < bw < E H , and

e have 

 in e = 

[
∂M f e (era ) 

∂era 

]
min 

(30) 

f e (era ) = 

(
1 + αt −β

)−1 
, t = era − E L (31)

https://doi.org/10.13039/501100001809
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[  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Min e = 

β2 − 1 

4 β
β

√ 

β + 1 

α(β − 1) 
(32)

M fe (era ) = 

β − 1 

2 β
(33)

Based on Eqs. (4) , (20), (29) and (33) , we have 

E f l QoS = αB 
β + 1 

2 β
+ αD 

β − 1 

2 β
+ αE 

β − 1 

2 β
= 

1 

2 

+ 

αB − αD − αE 

2 β

(34)
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